**PCEye**

Assistive eye tracking

PCEye is the world’s most advanced assistive eye tracker. It enables people with physical disabilities to use a Windows tablet, laptop or monitor up to 27” with just their eyes, even outdoors in bright light.

*Tablet and bracket pictured above are sold separately.*
Control a computer with your eyes

Replace a traditional keyboard and mouse with your eyes and surf the web, connect on social media, play games, create documents and more. Simply connect PCEye to your Windows device via USB and access everything your computer has to offer. This eye tracker offers the flexibility to meet different needs throughout the day. Use it with a larger-screen computer for gaming, a laptop for meetings or a tablet for pared-down outings.

**TD Control***
A way to control Windows with just your eyes on an I-Series or PCEye device.

**TD Snap***
A symbol-supported AAC software offering a choice of solutions, complete with tools and resources.

**Communicator 5**
An AAC solution designed to help literate individuals with language disabilities communicate more efficiently.

**Magic Eye FX**
A set of games and activities designed to teach beginner-level eye gaze computer access in a fun, stress-free way.

*Included software **Optional software

**Accessories**
PCEye comes with several optional accessories, which can be purchased separately.

To find out more about PCEye including pricing and specifications, visit: [tobidynavox.com/pages/pceye](http://tobidynavox.com/pages/pceye)